By: Master Dukes

You ASSUME That Menacing Thug
Waving His 6″ Knife In Your Face
Is ‘Fighting’ You…
But… He’s NOT!
He’s not ‘fighting’ you … he’s looking to dominate you… to get whatever he wants. And
he’s got no problem snuffing out your life to get it because you mean nothing to him! He’s
more ruthless than any generation of criminals before, and willing to use force and violence
on a whim. Today he’ll kill for no reason at all.
Here’s the deal:

If You Don’t Hurt Him…
He’s Gonna Hurt You!
Listen: Train to fight with techniques and “what-ifs” and you needlessly complicate the
equation. This joker isn’t practicing Karate or Jiu-jitsu to be “ready” for you. He doesn’t drop
into some fighting stance or switch to an offensive mindset like you.
There’s no training. No emotion. No techniques. For him… simplicity rules.
If your focus is techniques… and his is shooting you… then he always shoots you dead!
You’ll forever be late trying to figure out the right technique or response.

It’s very simple: either you’re injuring him… or he’s injuring you!
That’s why…

When You’re Faced With
Unexpected Violence On The Street Today,
You’d Damn Well Better Know…
How To Utilize His Violence
As Your Ultimate Survival Tool!

This means you MUST have a Protection System that can beat him at his own game, one that
turns his ultra violence back onto himself.
What’s the answer?
A gun?
Sounds good but it’s just a stopgap solution showing a true lack of knowledge of how to use
violence as your ultimate survival tool. Too much can go wrong: some thug ends up using it
on you, it jams, it ends up on the ground… on and on. All this with your life on the line —THE
very moment you can’t afford ANYTHING to go wrong!
So… maybe martial arts or combat sports?
These do teach you to ‘fight’. But recently we had a Jiu-jitsu expert here in Las Vegas and a
golden gloves boxer in New York City both stabbed while attempting to use their “fighting
skills” against thugs with knives wanting to kill. The result: the Jiu-jitsu expert was lucky to
survive… the boxer didn’t.
You can’t ignore the facts: these were highly trained Pros. Both very brave, very courageous.
Yet… both were very stupid because…

They Put Their Faith In
TRAINING THAT BETRAYED THEM!
Combat sports and martial arts conceal a huge FLAW… they make violence a game.
By their very nature it’s necessary because they’re designed for competition. That means
agreed upon rules that force you to ‘compete’ with an adversary rather than destroy him by
any means necessary.
Same thing with reality-fighting systems that offer a “fearless mindset” and lots of ‘cool’ moves
that look violent… but do little to help you survive real-world violence.
Look, I’ve watched far too many men AND women crippled, scarred for life, even killed… all
because they had NO IDEA what to do when facing an attacker’s knife or gun.
I’ve also seen many people, trained specifically for this situation, find out the techniques they
spent countless hours perfecting in a gym or studio… were totally useless in a real
confrontation.
Well… there’s no excuse for it. And if you’ll keep an open mind, I’ll show you an admittedly
controversial yet totally different solution YOU CAN effectively USE to assure none of this
EVER happens to you or a loved one.

